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Compress and hold the left shell latch. 

 

Slide the forend forward and off the magazine tube. Hold the bolt and the bolt 
carrier, because they will fall off from the action bars. 

Take out the bolt and bolt carrier from the rear of the action bars. 

This step is for the Remington 870 that doesn’t have a magazine extension, with 
the spring kept in place by the magazine spring retainer. 
Attention! The magazine spring is under pressure; wear eye protection. 
Insert a flat head screwdriver into the slot in the magazine spring retainer. Push 
the magazine spring retainer into the magazine tube and rotate it. This will allow 
you to take it out. 

  



 

It is important to be 
extremely accurate at 
longer distances 
because it is easy to 
hit the wrong target 
with several pellets. 

 

  



for home defense. 

The following illustration shows the 
difference between chokes and how 
they control the pattern. 

 

Cylinders and Improved Cylinders 

Cylinder bores don’t have a restriction. An improved cylinder has a minimal restriction, 
and is recommended for short distances using birdshot and buckshot (20-30 yards) and 
self-defense. The shot pattern is much more spread out, and your chances of hitting a 
target are better. 

It is recommended to use slugs with a cylinder or improved cylinder for better accuracy. 

  



Mesa Tactical 

 

This side saddle looks and works great. 
It is very good and convenient for quick 
reloads. Mesa Tactical side saddles are 
used on police, competition, and tactical 
and home defense shotguns. If you want 
to have a high-quality and durable side 
saddle that will last for years – Mesa 
Tactical is your choice. 

This SureShell ShotShell Ammunition 
Carrier is made of aluminum, not plastic. 
It is durable and will last for a long time. 
Elastomer tubing inside the side saddle 
holds the shells tightly in place. Shells 
stay in place even after numerous shots. 

Side saddles are attached to the receiver using 4 special screws with spacers, so they 
will not scratch your receiver. But be sure to tighten the screws securely, otherwise 
screws will loosen under recoil. Always check your screws before going to the range. 

There are other versions of this side saddle: 4-round and 8-round. 

Remington 
 

 

The original Remington 
extension is a good one, and 
has some unique differences. 

Bundle: 
Extension 
Spring 
Clamp (without swivel) 
Mounting screw for clamp 

The Remington magazine extension is a little longer than the other ones. There are 
many theories about the purpose of the nose cap in the end of the tube, but the truth is 
that it allows attaching a bayonet (such as a M7). If you want to add a bayonet to your 
shotgun you will need an additional bayonet adapter. S&J Hardware sells one for 
approximately $80-100. 



The original military U.S.M.C. M870 MK1 Bayonet Adapter/Magazine Bracket (which is 
no longer manufactured) is difficult to find, and will cost you about $250. 

This extension has a groove around it that provides an interlocking connection for the 
mounting screw of the barrel clamp. It positions the clamp on the extension and locks it 
into place. This is one of the advantages of the Remington extension, because the 
clamp can’t move under recoil. Some shooters say that other barrel clamps are not as 
reliable as the one by Remington. 

Attention: This groove may cause a follower from the Vang Comp Systems to stick 
inside the magazine tube. 

This extension consists of two parts, allowing for smooth feeding. Some other 
extensions (TacStar and Choate) are made from a solid tube, and have a small “step” 
inside the tube that can cause jamming of the spring or follower. 

Magpul SGA Stock 

 

 

Magpul SGA Stock and 
Magpul MOE Forend 
quickly became one of the 
most popular aftermarket 
sets for Remington 870.  

It is not surprising because 
Magpul has a solid 
reputation as a 
manufacturer of innovative 
and quality accessories for 
firearms. 

At first the Magpul SGA 
Stock looks unusual, but it 
is actually very interesting. 
This is because Magpul is 
not afraid of experiments 
and has the will to design 
innovative products 



Pistol Grip Only 

 

Pistol grip only stocks 
make your shotgun very 
short and compact, but it 
can become difficult to 
aim the shotgun and 
control the recoil. 

It is important to be very 
careful with such stocks 
because shotguns under 
recoil can injure your wrist 
or even hit a shooter in 
their face. 

Try to start using it with a 
low recoil ammunition to 
get used to the new stock. 

Remember that even 
experienced shooters 
spend time to become 
familiar with pistol grip 
only stocks. 

It is good idea to start with 
the Knoxx recoil reducing 
pistol grip only stock. 



Safety Button 
The standard safety button works properly and does what it was designed for, however 
it is too small for a quick disengagement. This is why some shooters prefer to have it 
disengaged all the time, causing the shotgun to become dangerous for the shooter 
himself and for the people around him. 

An oversized safety button fixes this problem easily. 

 

Quick safety disengagement is very important during competition, tactical, or home-
defense situations, and that is why upgrade of your factory safety button is highly 
recommended. 

There are a lot of oversized safety buttons which allow you faster disengagement in a 
stressful situation. They are inexpensive, and add a lot of comfort and safety to your 
Remington 870. 

Scattergun Technologies (Wilson Combat) 
This safety is nice and very popular. It is the only safety button that is compatible with 
the Knoxx stock, so if you have a recoil-reducing version of the Knoxx stock installed on 
your Remington 870, it is your only option. 

The only disadvantage of the Wilson Combat safety button is its sharp edges. 
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